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Figure 3 Mass–distance relationship for Atlas. Using the measured angular length of a 00
and Pb (see Fig. 2), Kepler’s third law allows us to relate the distance D to
M tot ¼ MA þ M B of the binary system (black curve). The final uncertainty in D is
dominated by uncertainty in M tot (see below) and for this reason the black curve is shown
without the width arising from uncertainties in the orbital parameters. We derive the
masses of the components by comparing their observed V magnitudes (Fig. 1) against
the stellar models of ref. 15. Here and throughout the text, following ref. 4, we assume a
mean interstellar extinction of EB2V ¼ 0.04 mag. We find M B ¼ 3:57M ( (for assumed
Pleiades cluster age, tP ¼ 120 Myr) or M B ¼ 3:72M ( (for tP ¼ 90 Myr). The mass of
the secondary (apart from the uncertainty in the assumed age) is robust because on the
main sequence the luminosity increases steeply with mass (L / M b with b < 3.8) and
this relation, when combined with Kepler’s third law, makes the derived distance almost
independent of the assumed mass (see the discussion following equation (2)). The star
Maia, presumably a single star with V ¼ 3.87, is a twin of Atlas A but with welldetermined colours. Using isochrones that allow for convective overshoot15, estimates for
M A vary from 4:62M ( (for tP ¼ 120 Myr) to 5:19M ( (for tP ¼ 90 Myr); isochrones
supplied by D. VandenBerg (personal communication) clearly favour the latter age and
M A ¼ 5:19M ( : Thus, M tot ¼ 8.2 to 8:9M ( ; which leads to D being uncertain from
133.9 pc to 137.6 pc (the dotted lines). Black circle, the arithmetic mean of these two
estimates. The error bar is ^2.6 pc, arising from the uncertainty in M tot. Square, the
distance to the Pleiades based on main-sequence fitting5. White circle, the Hipparcos
distance estimate2,3 of 118 ^ 4 pc. Neither technique involves the masses of the
components of Atlas and hence no horizontal error bars are shown. As argued above, at
the very minimum, M tot . 2M B . 7:14M ( ; which translates to D . 127 pc. The
shaded region marks the parameter space excluded by our observations.

components are expected to lie on exactly the same isochrone.
Radial-velocity studies23, lunar occultation24 and photometric25
observations have revealed many binaries in the Pleiades. The
availability of new-generation high-resolution spectrographs and
the recent commissioning of powerful interferometers at the Keck
Observatory and the Very Large Telescope facility are expected to
facilitate such testing of stellar models.
A
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The quantum Hall effect arises from the interplay between
localized and extended states that form when electrons, confined
to two dimensions, are subject to a perpendicular magnetic field1.
The effect involves exact quantization of all the electronic transport properties owing to particle localization. In the conventional theory of the quantum Hall effect, strong-field localization is
associated with a single-particle drift motion of electrons along
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contours of constant disorder potential2. Transport experiments
that probe the extended states in the transition regions between
quantum Hall phases have been used to test both the theory and
its implications for quantum Hall phase transitions. Although
several experiments3–9 on highly disordered samples have
affirmed the validity of the single-particle picture, other experiments10–12 and some recent theories13–15 have found deviations
from the predicted universal behaviour. Here we use a scanning
single-electron transistor to probe the individual localized states,
which we find to be strikingly different from the predictions of
single-particle theory. The states are mainly determined by
Coulomb interactions, and appear only when quantization of
kinetic energy limits the screening ability of electrons. We
conclude that the quantum Hall effect has a greater diversity of
regimes and phase transitions than predicted by the singleparticle framework. Our experiments suggest a unified picture
of localization in which the single-particle model is valid only in
the limit of strong disorder.
Unlike extended electrons, whose charge is spread over the entire
volume of the system, a localized electron is confined to a small
region in space, determined by its localization length. Upon
population, a single electronic charge enters this confined region
and results in a discrete jump in the local chemical potential m and a
spike in its derivative with respect to the back-gate voltage dm/dV BG.
Hence, the local derivative dm/dV BG, which is inversely proportional to the local electronic compressibility16, provides direct

Figure 1 Measurements of the derivative dm/dV BG at an arbitrary position above the 2DES
as function of magnetic field (B ) and density (n). This derivative is measured with a singleelectron transistor (SET ), which offers a spatial resolution of ,1,000 Å and an
unprecedented voltage sensitivity of ,1 mV Hz21/2. a, A measurement over a large range
in B and n demonstrating the alternating pattern of incompressible (bright) and
compressible (dark) regions. The bright regions correspond to the QH phases of the
system. b, Detailed measurement of the n ¼ 1 and n ¼ 2 incompressible regions,
revealing a rich fine structure of parallel (black) lines, each representing the charging line
of an individual localized state. All charging lines within a certain group have exactly the
same slope in the n–B plane. c, The charging lines around n ¼ 1 plotted as function of B
and the density deviation from the full Landau level, dn. d, The longitudinal resistivity, rxx ,
measured on the same sample as function of B and n. Red lines mark the boundaries,
copied from a, where localized states disappear. e, An overlap region of the n ¼ 1 and
n ¼ 0 groups showing that localized states of these different groups coexist and maintain
their original slopes.
NATURE | VOL 427 | 22 JANUARY 2004 | www.nature.com/nature

information about the localized states within quantum Hall (QH)
phases. To measure this derivative, we use a single-electron transistor (SET) electrometer16–20. Figure 1a shows a coarse measurement
of dm/dV BG as function of magnetic field (B) and density (n), which
is tuned by the back-gate voltage. Incompressible behaviour appears
along integer and fractional values of n ¼ hn=eB (bright strips)
corresponding to integer and fractional QH phases (here h is
Planck’s constant, and e is the charge on an electron). A detailed
measurement of dm/dV BG within the QH phases (Fig. 1b) reveals a
rich fine structure of parallel (black) lines. Each line is the evolution
in the B–n plane of a single spike in dm/dV BG and corresponds to
charging of an individual localized state.
Figure 1b shows two distinct groups of localized states that
surround the n ¼ 1 and n ¼ 2 QH phases. Similar groups appear
around every well-developed integer and fractional QH phase. In
addition, a group of horizontal lines that are associated with the
insulating phase (n ¼ 0) is observed at low densities (Fig. 1a).
Further examination of these groups reveals three interesting
properties. First, the number of states within each group is independent of B. This is surprising, because, for example, a twofold
increase in B results in a twofold increase in the Landau level
degeneracy, but hardly changes the number of localized states we
observe (Fig. 1c). Second, the groups of localized states form strips
of constant width, Dn, in the n–B plane, and Dn is the same for
different QH phases (Fig. 1a). In fact, when the longitudinal
resistivity (r xx) is measured in the same sample, QH behaviour
(zero r xx) appears also along strips with similar Dn (Fig. 1d). The
quantitative correspondence between the transport and local compressibility implies that we probe most or all of the localized states
that are responsible for the QH phenomena in transport. Third,
localized states that belong to the same group evolve in the n–B
plane with exactly the same slope: a slope equal to the slope of their
underlying QH phase. Thus, the slope of the charging lines is
quantized to dn/dB ¼ en/h (n integer or fractional). The slope,
therefore, identifies each localized state with the QH phase it
belongs to, and it remains distinctively quantized even in regions
where two groups of states overlap (Fig. 1e). Similar phenomenology is observed in all the samples we have studies (four different
samples), which cover a large range of peak mobilities
((0.5 2 4) £ 106 cm2 V21 s21).
The measured pattern of localized states is summarized schematically in Fig. 2a. States are bunched in groups that correspond to the
various phases of the system. Each group contains a constant
number of lines with identical slope. We will now show that these
observations are inconsistent with the single-particle description of
localized states. Imagine a model disorder potential in the shape of a
Mexican hat (Fig. 2a inset). In the single-particle picture, the
localized states are constant-energy orbits and enclose integer
number of flux quanta. For our model potential, these orbits
form concentric circles (blue lines). When B increases, all orbits
shrink to maintain constant flux through their area (magenta lines).
Thus, at higher B there are more states per unit area. This is a generic
property of the single-particle picture, which results from the
enhanced Landau level degeneracy as B increases. A microscopic
compressibility measurement at any arbitrary location would therefore reveal an increasing number of localized states as the degeneracy of the Landau levels increases, which is in sharp contrast to the
constant number of localized states observed. Furthermore, if we
evaluate in our simple model the energy of an individual state as
function of B (for example, the state shown green) we notice that it
is non-monotonic—first going down to the bottom of the potential
landscape and subsequently climbing up the central hill. Correspondingly, its charging line in the n–B plane (green line in Fig. 2a)
first descends and then rises with a slope that asymptotically
approaches a non-quantized value. This non-universal behaviour
of the charging lines is another generic property of single-particle
states and is in sharp contrast with our observations.
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Single-particle physics fails to describe our observations because
it ignores the interactions between electrons and hence screening.
Electrons in this single-particle picture populate states in a fixed
disorder potential. However, Coulomb repulsions produce a
potential landscape that varies with the filling factor in an attempt
to minimize the total electrostatic energy21. Such self-consistent
potential landscape is a result of spatial density fluctuations,
formed by electrons to oppose the bare disorder potential, V bare(r),
where r is position in real space. For any V bare(r) a specific
density profile exists, n scrn(r), which screens it completely and
thereby minimizes the electrostatic energy. This disorder-induced
density profile, which follows from the Poisson equation
72 V bare ðx; y; zÞ ¼ 24penscrn ðx; yÞdðzÞ; has a typical amplitude
Dn disorder, and is uniquely defined up to an arbitrary constant,
which we shall take to be zero. We will show that the evolution of the
electronic states is governed mainly by the ability or inability of the
electron gas to form this screening density profile.
An intuitive picture of localization induced by interaction is
obtained by tracing the self-consistent potential as a function of B
and n. Figure 2b depicts the calculated density profiles and the
corresponding self-consistent potentials obtained rigorously within
the Thomas–Fermi approximation22 for an almost-empty (I), halffull (II), and nearly-full (III) lowest Landau level with typical
disorder. For a given B the density in the Landau level cannot
exceed one electron per flux quanta, n max ¼ B/f 0, and is therefore
constrained by 0 # n # n max. At the centre of the Landau level this
constraint is insignificant because the variations in density required
for screening (Dn disorder) are smaller than n max. The density follows
the profile required for perfect screening, nðrÞ ¼ nscrn ðrÞ þ knl;
where knl is the average density, thus leading to a flat electrostatic
potential (II in Fig. 2b). Each electron added to the system
experiences this flat potential and thus, within this approximation,
is completely delocalized. Hence, as the density increases, n(r) grows
uniformly while maintaining its spatial dependence to ensure
perfect screening. Electrons fail to flatten the bare disorder potential
when the desired n(r) for perfect screening exceeds n max. This
commences near the peaks of n(r), leading to the formation of
local incompressible regions with a full Landau level (n(r) ¼ n max)
where the unscreened bare potential sticks out (III in Fig. 2b). These
regions coexist with compressible regions where the Landau level is

not yet filled (n(r) , n max), having a screened potential. Once a
compressible region becomes surrounded by an incompressible
barrier it behaves as a quantum dot whose charging is governed
by Coulomb-blockade physics, that is, electrons are localized to this
region and enter it one by one.
The charging spectra of such interaction-induced localized states
are very different from those emanating from the single-particle
picture, and account for all the properties of localized states we
observed. For simplicity we describe in more detail the states around
n ¼ 1. Along the n ¼ 1 line, where the first Landau level is exactly
full, the bare potential is unscreened and the two-dimensional
electron system (2DES) is incompressible everywhere. Reducing
the average density introduces holes in the Landau level that
accumulate at compressible pockets ðdnðrÞ ; nðrÞ 2 nmax , 0Þ surrounded by an incompressible QH phase ðdnðrÞ ¼ 0Þ. These pockets
behave as quantum antidots (or dots for dnðrÞ . 0). For a given
antidot, holes are added at discrete values of local density deviation,
dn i, and a specific number of holes can be introduced before the
confining incompressible barriers disappear. The values dn i are
determined solely by electrostatics and are independent of B. The
only effect of B is to increase n max, thereby converting each charging
point into a line in the n–B plane. This results in a constant number
of charging lines running parallel to the n ¼ 1 line, in accordance
with our measurements. We note that the formation of localized
states is determined solely by the density deviation from a completely full Landau level, dn, and not by the total density, n. Hence,
despite the increase of Landau level degeneracy (n max) with B, the
number of localized states remains constant.
Dots also emerge when electrons start filling an empty Landau
level (I in Fig. 2b). Here compressible pockets ðdnðrÞ ; nðrÞ 2 0 .
0Þ are enclosed by incompressible empty regions ðdnðrÞ ¼ nðrÞ ¼ 0Þ,
resulting in charging lines that are parallel to n ¼ 0. Hence, it is the
incompressible phase surrounding a dot that determines the quantized slopes of its localized states. In the experiment, we clearly
resolve the boundaries where localized states cease to exist. They
appear when the compressible dots form a connected network,
lose their quantum confinement, and therefore lose their discrete
charging spectra. This percolation transition of a compressible
medium in an incompressible background21,23,24 occurs when the
density of compressible fluid equals dn ¼ Dndisorder =2: Within each

Figure 2 Theoretical models for localized states. a, Schematic illustration of the measured
charging lines in the n–B plane (blue) compared with a calculated single-particle charging
line (green) of a model Mexican hat potential (inset). The single-particle states of the
Mexican hat are depicted for low B (blue) and high B (magenta). The specific state that
gives rise to the green charging line is marked for both low and high B. Its energy
approaches the top of the potential hill in the limit of strong B. This energy is intermediate
between the bottom and top of the disorder potential, and therefore leads to a nonquantized asymptotic slope whose value is between n ¼ 0 and n ¼ 1. The scatter of
potential peak heights in a typical disorder will therefore result in charging lines having

arbitrary slopes in the range n ¼ 0 ! 1. b, The density profiles, n(x,y ), and electrostatic
potential profiles, f(x,y ), calculated self-consistently within the Thomas–Fermi scheme,
for an almost-empty (I), half-full (II) and almost-full Landau level (III), in a typical disorder
potential. Following ref. 22, the regions in which the electron density is free to fluctuate
are taken as infinitely compressible. Near half-filling, the amplitude of the density
fluctuations is Dn disorder and the potential is completely screened. Near the bottom of the
Landau level (n ¼ 0) and its top (n ¼ n max) the potential is screened only in compressible
pockets, which are surrounded by incompressible regions, marked as n ¼ 0 or n ¼ 1.
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Landau level two such percolation transitions take place, one
for electrons, when n ¼ Dndisorder =2 and one for holes, when
n ¼ nmax 2 Dndisorder =2. This explains why localized states and QH
transport phenomena appear only in strips around quantized values
of n and associates the width of the strips with Dn disorder. The
observation that different QH phases display the same width in
density is thus a natural consequence of the dot model. The number
of localized states within the strips is independent of B. At higher B,
new electrons add up to each Landau level owing to its enhanced
degeneracy, but these electrons populate non-localized states
within the percolating compressible regions, keeping the number
of localized states fixed.
Further corroborating evidence for the dot model comes from
spatial imaging of the localized states. A SET is mounted on a tip of a
scanning microscope (Fig. 3a) and dm/dV BG is measured as function
of position (x) and density at temperature T ¼ 0.3 K. In the n–x
plane each localized state appears as a charging segment, whose
length in x represent the spatial extent of the localized state
convoluted with the tip response function (Fig. 3b). A spatial scan
for the nearly full lowest Landau level is plotted in Fig. 3c. Charging
segments can be seen below and above the n ¼ 1 line. Localized
states are not distributed randomly, but rather observed at specific
locations with equally spaced charging spectra. These spectra
represent generic behaviour observed at all positions across the
sample and in different samples, covering a large range of mobilities.
They directly manifest the presence of quantum dots—each dot
gives rise to a train of Coulomb-blockade peaks at a certain position
with level separation given by its charging energy, determined
primarily by its area.
In the dot model, the spectra of localized states are determined
only by the bare disorder potential and the presence of an energy
gap. To verify this prediction we compare in Fig. 3c and d the spectra
measured at the same position around gaps of totally different
nature: the spin gap at n ¼ 1 and the orbital gap at n ¼ 2. The

similarity is evident—both dot and antidot appear in the scans at
exactly the same locations, accommodate the same number of
electrons and possess the same level spacing.
A different regime is entered when n max becomes smaller than the
size of density fluctuations in the 2DES (Dn disorder). In any given
sample, this occurs for low enough B. In this highly disordered
regime, the separation between groups of localized states (n max)
drops below their width (Dn disorder) and charging lines from
different groups start to overlap. Experimentally, rather than merging or bending, lines from different groups maintain their original
slope and coexist (Fig. 1e). This coexistence implies that phase
mixing might exist on microscopic scales. To capture the microscopic picture in this regime we follow in Fig. 4a the n ¼ 1 antidot of
Fig. 3 down to low magnetic fields. As B decreases its spectrum shifts
down with the top of the first Landau level (top density in all
figures) while retaining its internal structure. To the left, another
spectrum of a n ¼ 0 dot is visible, which remains intact upon
changes in B. The fact that the internal structure of both the n ¼ 0
dot and the n ¼ 1 antidot are independent of B demonstrates once
more that these spectra are mainly determined by charging energy
and not single-particle localization. At the lowest values of B, the dot
and antidot coexist at the same electron density and their localized
states are less than 1 mm apart. Figure 4b shows a self-consistent
calculation of n(r) in this highly disordered regime, to clarify that
this is indeed plausible. The small degeneracy of the Landau level,
n max, chops off the density profile (0 # n # n max). The sharp
jumps from empty to completely full Landau level result in the
coexistence of n ¼ 0 and n ¼ 1 regions, and compressible pockets in
these regions produce n ¼ 0 dots that neighbour n ¼ 1 antidots. A
new type of compressible strips appear at the boundaries between
the n ¼ 0 and n ¼ 1 regions13–15. These strips follow the contours of
the bare disorder potential (Fig. 4b), reminiscent of single-particle
states. In the strong disorder limit, only these compressible strips
survive and generate single-particle-like behaviour.

Figure 3 Spatial scans of localized states. a, A SET mounted on a tip of a scanning
microscope is used to measure dm/dV BG as a function of position, x, and density, n. b, The
measured signature of a localized state in the n–x plane. The state has a finite spatial
extent. Its charging event is thus detected by the SET over a finite range of tip positions. In
its non-perturbing state, the tip does not affect the density in which the state is charged
(n 0). It results in a straight segment parallel to the x axis, which spans the actual spatial
spread of the state convoluted with the tip response function. However, if a slight bias is
added to the tip, it acts also as a local gate, pushing the charging condition to higher
densities in a manner proportional to the local charge density within the localized state.

This results in a bent segment whose shape gives additional information on the charge
distribution within the individual state. c, d, Spectra of localized states measured around
n ¼ 1 and n ¼ 2, at the same positions and densities, with a small bias applied to the tip.
The localized states bunch spatially into well-ordered families, marked as ‘Dot’ and
‘Antidot’. Despite the difference in the Landau levels and the energy gaps for n ¼ 1 and
n ¼ 2, their localized states spectra show remarkable similarity. (The central region in
both scans is masked, because, as opposed to the rest of the scan, high resistance of the
2DES prevents the system from equilibrating to the thermodynamic ground state.)
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Figure 4 Localized states in the presence of strong disorder. a, Density–position scans at
B ¼ 1.7 T, 1.4 T, 1.25 T tracking a n ¼ 1 antidot and n ¼ 0 dot down to the highly
disordered regime at low B (Dn disorder .. n max). The highest density in all scans
corresponds to n ¼ 1. At the lowest B, both dot and antidot coexist—hole-like n ¼ 1
states neighbour electron-like n ¼ 0 states less than 1 mm away. b, Self-consistent
Thomas–Fermi calculation in the limit of strong disorder. Here, the disorder creates large
density fluctuations, which force the Landau level to be either completely empty or
completely full and therefore incompressible. Compressible pockets in the n ¼ 0 and
n ¼ 1 plateaus result in n ¼ 0 dots and n ¼ 1 antidots, as marked in the figure. On the
boundary between the n ¼ 0 and n ¼ 1 regions a narrow compressible strip exists,
following a constant energy contour of the bare disorder potential. c, A generalized phase
diagram for QH-localization as deduced from our measurements. At low B, localized
states are dominated by disorder and follow the single-particle phenomenology. Here the
familiar QH phase transitions at half-filling of Landau levels are observed. At higher fields,
interactions prevail and localized states form within dots or antidots. In this regime, new
percolation phase boundaries emerge (red lines) and limit the QH phenomena to strips of
width Dn disorder centred around their corresponding filling factors.

We summarize our results in a generalized phase diagram of
localization in the QH regime (Fig. 4c). The disorder in any given
sample is characterized by Dn disorder irrespective of the density.
Depending on the interaction strength relative to the disorder,
localized states acquire a different nature. When disorder is strong
or when B is small (Dn disorder .. n max), localized states are narrow
compressible strips, which obey the single-particle phenomenology.
Consequently, the familiar QH phase transitions exist at half-filling
of the Landau levels. This explains why single-particle scaling of
QH transitions is observed only in highly-disordered samples3–9. At
higher magnetic fields, localization is dominated by interactions
and localized states form within dots or antidots. In this regime, new
percolation phase boundaries emerge (red lines in Fig. 4c), limiting
the QH phenomena to strips of width Dn disorder centred around the
QH filling factors.
A
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Instrumental observations1,2 and reconstructions3,4 of global and
hemispheric temperature evolution reveal a pronounced warming during the past ,150 years. One expression of this warming
is the observed increase in the occurrence of heatwaves5,6. Conceptually this increase is understood as a shift of the statistical
distribution towards warmer temperatures, while changes in the
width of the distribution are often considered small7. Here we
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